
 

 

   

        TO BUILD UP HERE YOUR HEAVEN 
        ( D - major ) 
 
     D                D4           D 

1.  Every one throws his own switches, yet seems blind for distress, need. 
        C2          G        D 

    When will mankind recognize and act in love with word and deed. 
          D            D4      D    

    We are not ripe for comprehension, work defiant just for own bliss. 
              C2     G      A  A4  A  

    May the insight for us mature, emptiness rules, where love is missed. 
 
2.  Father, help us realizing our acting, our mind 
    always influences surroundings, what`s disjointing, what could bind. 
    Most of misery and suffering we produce by ourselves. 
    Love and charity for others  we ignore and use to shelve. 
 
      h                   G    D 

Refr. :  If you`re harming other people, you will hurt yourself at first. 
      G       e     A  A4  A 

       Walking on illegal highways once will all the bubbles burst. 
       h          G        D 

       Any thought and any action, all the same whose mind might cause, 
    C                e               A  A4  A  

       at the end will be converted  to the direction of the source. 
 
3.  Nothing`s left on earth here hidden, daylight reveals, what`s ever done. 
    Friend, think always of tomorrow, it reclaims in the long run. 
    Do you send warmth to the ether, it will grateful take it in. 
    You determine now and later, you produce defeat or win. 
 
4.  Life means constantly to move on in the ups and downs all days. 
    You will feel God`s might and blessing, if for unity you will trace. 
    All you see he had created all the beings, the air, this land, 
    we and nature are connected, that`s the mystery, he planned. 
 
Refr. : If you`re harming other .... 
 
Interlude:    D  -  G D  -  C  -  G D 

  D  -  G D  -  C  -  G A  A4  A 

 
5.  Help to show, Lord, responsibility for the others and for us. 
    Let`s not always curse the neighbor, what he thinks and what he does. 
    Give us purity, sincerity, and for all men open ears, 
    for to build up here Your heaven, to get into higher spheres. 
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